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ABSTRACT 
 

With the increase of threats and attacks, it's more necessary 

than ever to be prepared, and implementing cloud endpoints 

for decryption and authorisation is getting increasingly 

difficult. Kubernetes is one of the finest methods for 

mitigating the risk of multi-regional failures. This paper 

describes ways to develop effective and efficient ways to 

achieve it with the best practices to build the global 

Kubernetes presence for the cloud authorisation endpoint 

with guidance to build infrastructure and DevOps practices 

that's necessary to make it operate in multi-region, high-

availability presence and leveraging kubernetes and spanner. 

Also, automation using GitHub Style CI-CD 
 

Keywords— Endpoints, Decryption, Kubernetes, Cloud 

Authorisation, Multi-Region, Spanner, CI-CD 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Google - Google as a consumer firm, over the past 18 years 

Google has been working hard to organise the world’s 

information and make it widely accessible and valuable. 

They’ve created products such as Search, Android, Chrome, 

Maps, Play, YouTube, and Gmail, all now with over a billion 

users. However, it’s not just the scale that’s interesting about 

these global products. What’s interesting is the infrastructure—

Google’s core technology infrastructure that’s built-in order to 

achieve the mission. All of their products are powered by that 

infrastructure. 
 

Google Cloud Platform(GCP)- Is built on the same 

infrastructure that powers Google. Super Flexible, Superior 

Economics, Always available storage, Fastest and Most reliable 

Network and Robust. GCP is broad, with a variety of services, 

as shown above exposing capabilities via REST, CLI Console. 

Application runtime services range from PaaS, to IaaS, to 

containers, Storage services, Networking & analytics and core 

infrastructure offered through Google’s global network, with 

highest levels of security and reliability. Here deployment will 

be application in multi-cluster in different zones. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 
As we move on to the implementation, we can have six different 

regions according to the locations required. The aim here is to 

deploy the applications in various locations and have a wider 

range of its availability of the services deployed through 

applications. This method in this paper has a generalised and 

detailed approach which can incorporate from one application 

to hundreds of working applications, which is all automated for 

creating, accessing, changing, deploying and improving the 

infrastructure anytime and anywhere and any number of times 

with ease. 

 

Assuming we have to implement the infrastructure for six 

different regions as per the choice of locations as mentioned 

below, the resources can be deployed into the cloud(GCP) with 

the help of terraform. 

● Asia-Northeast1 - Tokyo 

● Asia-Northeast2 - Osaka 

● Europe-West1   - Belgium 

● Europe-West2   - London 

● Us-Central1- Iowa 

● Us-West3- Salt Lake City 

 

A. Terraform Structure 

The deployment of resources can be done through terraform. 

The files can be divided into 4 directories i.e, global, modules, 

regions and resources. Each leaf directory will have six files 

namely, backend.tf, main.tf, outputs.tf, providers.tf, 

terraform.tfvars, variables.tf and versions.tf. The GCS Buckets 

will be linked with all the backend.tf files, main.tf will contain 

the modules, outputs.tf will have the the code for desired 

outputs, provider.tf will have google as the provider, the .tfvars 

file will contain the values to be passed into the variables, 

variables.tf will have the variables declared and versions.tf will 

contain the terraform version and provider version can be 

specified. Global directory will contain 5 leaf directories - 

cloudbuild, gcs, iam, networking and spanner. 
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(a) Cloudbuild: Here the main.tf file will contain the modules 

for triggers and the tfvars file will have values for all the 

variables in main.tf. 

(b) GCS (Google Cloud Storage): The main.tf file will contain 

the modules for 3 regions i.e, Asia, Europe, US and .tfvars 

file will have the projectid, region and storage classes 

defined. 

(c) IAM (Identity and Access Management): Within this 

directory there can be a “service account” leaf directory 

where main.tf can include service accounts modules with 

the spanner service account modules and the .tfvars file 

will have the roles specified for those modules. 

(d) Networking: Here there will be Private DNS, Firewall 

Rules, Nat Gateway and VPC Subnet leaf Directories, 

where there will be 6 subnets for 6 GKE Autopilot 

Clusters mentioned in the .tfvars file. IP CIDR Ranges for 

those 6 subnets are mentioned in the GKE Autopilot 

Cluster section below. 

(e) Spanner: This includes main.tf containing 3 modules 

written for 3 spanner instances i.e, each instance for US, 

Europe and Asia projectid, number of nodes, labels, 

deletion protection flag = true and ddl. 

 

The “Module” directory will contain the modules for 

cloudbuild, cloud dns, cloud load-balancer, cloud storage, cloud 

sql, compute Engine, data proc, GKE, iam, memorystore, 

networking, spanner and spanner database. 

 

In “Regions” directory, it will have 6 directories according to 6 

regions where respective main.tf files will be having the GKE 

private cluster values like projectid, region, network, 

subnetworks, zone etc. Flags like 

http_load_balancing, enable_private_nodes, 

enable_private_endpoints etc as per use case. 

 

Coming to the last directory “Resources” will have two leaf 

directories to store Keys and Scripts. This would be the 

terraform code structuring. All of this can be easily deployed on 

the GCP through terraform. 

 

B. GKE AutoPilot Cluster 

Autopilot is an advanced version of the usual standard 

kubernetes cluster but here the provisioning and managing of 

the cluster’s underlying infrastructure like nodes and node-

pools are done automatically by the GKE itself. This makes it 

an optimised cluster and having things done automatically like 

scaling, maintenance, updation of clusters etc. by GKE rather 

than human manual intervention. 

 

While creating the Autopilot cluster, we will have to pass the IP 

Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) values for Pod ranges 

and Service Ranges. The sample worked out CIDR ranges has 

to be calculated for IP addresses of six VPC subnets and in GKE 

cluster - six control plane IP’s, six pod range IP’s and six service 

range IP’s. Sample IP’s CIDR ranges are worked out as below, 

where the primary subnet CIDR is the subnet IP address. 

 

 
Fig 1. Networking - CIDR Ranges 

 

C. Spanner 

It is horizontally scalable, globally consistent, relational 

database service. It can scale upto 100s of 1000s of nodes. It is 

Automatic scaling, replicable and redundant. Since its multi-

regional deployment and infrastructure is wider, Spanner would 

be a perfect fit. 

 

D. Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment 

(CI-CD Pipeline) 

Git-Hub with cloud build can be used to achieve the CI-CD 

element, where the automation files will be uploaded on GitHub 

private repository. For security purposes 2-Factor 

Authentication can be set up. A total of five automation files 

will be required for CI-CD which is implemented using the 

Google Cloud service called Cloud Build. The repository will 

be linked to the six different region-specific triggers(a cloud 

build service) created and deployed using the terraform. Four of 

the files will be written in yaml language and the other one is 

Dockerfile. Here there can be any number of application files 

uploaded on Git-Hub repository, but in this scenario I am 

considering only one application file i.e index.html. So the files 

would be: 

● Dockerfile 

● index.html 

● Cloudbuild.yaml 

● Deployment.yaml 

● Service.yaml 

 

In Service.yaml we will have to pass the TCP Protocol, ports 

and target port. Dockerfile is used for managing and creation of 

the container image using cloudbuild.yaml file. The CloudBuild 

file will have three build steps shown in the figure 4. 

● Build the container Image 

● Push the container image to Google Container Registry 

(GCR) 

● Generate the Image Manifest 

 

The next section will have the code to deploy the container 

image from the GCR to the Kubernetes Engine Cluster. Here 

we would have to pass image name path, id of the step, 

arguments like [‘apply’, ‘-f’,’ <filename.yaml>’] which should 

be repeated for deployment.yaml, Service.yaml and for all the 

files written in the yaml format. 

 

The values supplied to the variables in the cloudbuild.yaml file 

should be user defined variables which will have the following 

syntax - ${_<VARIABLE>}. The sample snippet of the cloud 

build file is shown below. 

 
Fig 2. Sample cloudbuild.yaml file 
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The variables are declared in capitals and starting with 

underscore in the left column of the trigger and the 

corresponding values for each variable is specified in the right 

column of the trigger section. The user defined environment 

variables will be replaced with the actual values while creating 

the trigger where we can pass the inputs as, variables and values 

as shown below 

 

 
Fig 3. Substitution Variables Section in Trigger 

 

Once These files are created on GitHub we can connect the 

repository to the 6 GKE Autopilots created one for each region 

by creating 6 CloudBuild Triggers once for each cluster which 

can also be created using terraform where we can pass the GKE 

Cluster name, Cloudbuild.yaml file name arguments. One of the 

triggers might resemble the illustration below. 

 

 
Fig 4. Sample trigger configuration 

Once this is done, the CI-CD part is complete and whenever any 

code is changed in the GitHub the trigger in GCP Console will 

automatically run and the changes in the infrastructure will take 

place in the applications deployed on the Kubernetes Pods. We 

can then get the status by running commands ‘Kubectl get pods’ 

and the next command to get. 

 

 
Fig 5. Kubectl get pods 

 

the services in the form of External IP of the application by 

doing the ‘kubectl get services’. 

 

 
Fig 6. Kubectl get services 

 

When we paste the obtained external IP on the browser the 

output will be shown with the updated code. Hence its an 

automatic deployment and management system of applications 

in multiple regions. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
Through this method, we can have a structured way of 

deploying Resources across multiple regions which is achieved 

through terraform with the automatic management of the 

application which is achieved by the CI-CD process. Unit 

testing can be performed to check if all the applications 

deployed are accessible in all the locations. If some applications 

are not feasible to be deployed on the GKE Auto Pilot then such 

applications can be deployed on Standard GKE Cluster. 

Advantage of this approach is that the requirement of 

applications in multiple locations can run faster and have a 

smooth experience due to the drastic reduction of latency as 

there is Multi-Regional spanner instance running. 
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